This spring, Jack Wells is completing two consecutive terms as elected member of the Board of Directors of the Ohio Wesleyan Alumni Association—with a nearly perfect attendance record. As Director, he has been a valuable member of the Nominating, Organization, Continuing Education, and Off-campus Activities Committees, Chairing the latter group. His fellow committee members have come to depend on Jack for cogent comments, perceptive questioning, and meticulous note taking during all sessions; they view with apprehension future deliberations without the benefit of his careful records, prodigious memory, and gently wicked wit, and will miss his cheerful willingness to undertake any assignment in the interest of moving the project along.

For many years, Jack has supported without fail alumni activities in his hometown of Toledo, where he and his wife Carolyn (Carrigan) have organized coordinated, hosted, decorated and M.C.’ed on behalf of the red-and-black. They also have served the cause of admissions in assisting student recruitment efforts in their area.

It is a pleasure to join his reuniting classmates in saluting Jack Wells and to thank him publicly for consistent, thoughtful and dependable volunteer service to Ohio Wesleyan.

May 14, 1988